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The proposed protocol to the EU-Mauritania fisheries agreement: 
towards sustainable fisheries? 

Mauritanian civil society Round table discussion 
14 - 15 October 2012, Nouakchott 

 
 

1. Summary of the meeting  
 

On October 14th and 15th 2012, the Mauritanian NGO Pêchecops and the National 
Fisheries Federation (FNP) invited representatives from the local fishing sector and from 
Mauritanian civil society to debate on the content of the proposed protocol to the EU-
Mauritania fisheries agreement, and to give their recommendations regarding its 
implementation, in order to promote sustainable fisheries. 43 participants and 7 observers 
attended this meeting (see list of participants).  
 

On the 14th of October, participants were welcomed by the Executive Secretary of 
Pêchecops, Yousra Cherif. The meeting started with a welcome speech from Mr. Sid’Ahmed 
Ould Abeid, President of the small scale fisheries section of the FNP, followed by a brief 
introduction of the topics to be debated by Béatrice Gorez, Coordinator of the Coalition for 
Fair Fisheries Arrangements, CFFA.  
 

Debates were held in French and in Hassanyah and were facilitated by Jedna Deida, 
President of the West African journalist network for sustainable fisheries - REJOPRAO. The 
discussions focused on the following themes: the access to resources, the partnership 
dimension and the participation of stakeholders. These themes were introduced by 
presentations prepared by Dr. Ahmed Mahmoud Cherif (President of Pêchecops) for the 
issues related to resources access and partnership, and by Carlos Aldereguia (Executive 
Secretary of the long distance regional advisory committee – LDRAC) which detailed the 
example of the participation of European stakeholders through the LDRAC.  
 

After the presentations and a general debate, recommendations were elaborated in working 
groups (one group on resources access, one group on partnership/participation of 
stakeholders) and adopted in plenary session on the 15th of October.  
 
The meeting ended by a visit, for the interested participants, of the Nouakchott fishermen’s 
landing site.  
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2. Echoes of the presentations and debates 
 

The debates focused on the changes introduced in the new proposed protocol and the 
impacts this could have for the development of Mauritanian fisheries, especially coastal 
communities and small scale fisheries.  
 
The exclusion of the cephalopod fleet was considered to be an important step forward, not 
only because this species is overexploited but also because it was felt that there is a sufficient 
local fleet capacity, in the small scale and coastal fisheries, to catch theses resources in a 
sustainable way. Several participants were critical of the fact that some Chinese trawlers, - 
operating in the framework of a private agreement between Mauritania and the Chinese 
company Poly Hondone-, have integrated the octopus fishing fleet, flying the Mauritanian 
flag. They argued that this will not contribute to the sustainable exploitation of this resource.   
 
The new fishing zones are pushing trawlers further away from the coastline: in particular, 
pelagic trawlers are pushed beyond the 20 miles from the baseline (100 meters isobaths). An 
important benefit for local fishery is that this will reduce the by catches, which are estimated 
to be much superior to the legal ratio of 3% of the catches, and are made of a variety of 
species, including thousands of tons of high value demersal species, targeted by local 
fishermen. It was underlined that the Mauritanian authorities have already adopted a decree 
obliging all similar trawler fleets targeting small pelagic to respect these same conditions.  
 
Issues were raised concerning the problems encountered by an estimated 3000 seamen who 
were working on board these vessels, and who are today unemployed. Representatives of the 
local small scale fisheries sector argued that labor force was lacking in their sector and that, 
with appropriate training, it would be possible to absorb this unemployed labor force in the 
local fisheries sector.  
 
The development of a local market for small pelagic was also discussed: these small pelagic 
are often the only fish accessible for the local population, due to its lower price. Given such 
development, it was proposed to examine the possibility to develop a local small scale seiner 
fleet fishing with ice for fresh fish, to supply this local market. The proposed clause 
introduced in the protocol for landing 2% of the catches of small pelagic for local population 
was positively appreciated. However, people underlined the need to study the impacts that 
theses landings will have on the price of the fish caught by local fishermen.  
 
The distancing of the shrimp fleet from the coast, as proposed in the protocol, will also have 
a positive impact on other coastal resources, since some of these trawlers make more than 
80% by-catches.   
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Regarding the financial compensation, participants insisted on the fact that there were two 
parts: 
 

❖ One part which is variable, to be paid by the boat owners and proportional to the 
catches made and which at maximum, i.e. if all the vessels use the fishing possibilities 
negotiated-, is estimated at 43 million euro. This sum represents an important rise of 
ship owner’s costs. 
 

❖ A fixed part (paid by EU public funds) of 67 million euro (instead of 70 million 
previously), to which 3 million euro are added for sectoral support (instead of 20 
million previously). 

 
There is therefore an erosion of the sectoral support.  
 
If there is a reason for such an erosion, - the limited absorption capacity, due to the poor 
capacity of the Mauritanian administration to manage these funds -, the consequence is that 
none of the essential large-scale projects (landing facilities for example) can be realized solely 
with this amount.  
 
Some participants commented on the support granted to the Banc d’Arguin marine protected 
area (MPA), pleading for a greater consideration, through this support, for the development 
of local coastal populations who live inside this MPA.  
 
Risks for the non-implementation of the protocol were highlighted. On the Mauritanian side, 
the greater risk is that the precaution principle may not be respected; there may be, for 
example, the reintroduction of fishing overcapacities in the octopus fisheries, under a variety 
of pretexts including the renewal of the national industrial fleet, the (uncontrolled) 
development of artisanal and coastal fishing, etc.  
 
On the EU side, the main risk would be the non-adoption of the proposed protocol by the 
EU Parliament and the Council. Regarding the Parliament, the participants recalled that this 
protocol answers demands repeated for years by Mauritanian professionals and local NGOs 
and also goes in the direction suggested by the resolution voted in 2011 by the EU 
Parliament on the future EU-Mauritania FPA.  
 
The debate on stakeholders’ participation was introduced by a presentation made about the 
LDRAC (http://www.ldrac.eu/en/), a forum gathering, since 2007, representatives of the 
EU sector (catching and processing sectors, trade union organizations, etc.) and NGOS 
(environment, development, etc.). This Council was created by the EU Council of Ministers 
and is financed by public funds and members contributions. It aims at a greater involvement 
of civil society and industry stakeholders in the fisheries policies decision making processes.  
 
This advisory council, composed of 64 member organizations from 12 EU members States, 
gives advices to the EU Commission, including on elements related to FPAs with third 

http://www.ldrac.eu/en/
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countries, to Regional Fisheries Management organizations (RFMOs) and to international 
trade issues. Since its creation in 2007, 91 meetings were organized, convened by the 
secretariat, and 56 recommendations were issued on various topics, both on internal EU 
processes – such as recommendations on the green paper of the Commission for the CFP 
reform1– and on more global issues, - such as the recommendation on the use of Fish 
Aggregating Devices (FADs)2-, which was made into a publication disseminated to RFMOs, 
to United Nations’ agencies, etc. The EU Commission is required to give written answers to 
these recommendations sent by the LDRAC. 
 
The LDRAC wishes to develop a dialogue with stakeholders, - sector and NGOs –, of third 
countries, including Mauritania. This possibility is included in its by-laws, and various efforts 
are already under way to develop such dialogue. In particular, a draft protocol is being 
discussed with the COMHAFAT (intergovernmental organization gathering the 22 African 
States bordering the Atlantic Ocean), in order to open the dialogue with member countries 
of COMHAFAT on issues such as the harmonization of the access conditions for the long 
distance fleets, the improvement of transparency, etc.  
 
In Mauritania, a National Advisory Council for the Planning and Development of Fisheries 
(Conseil Consultatif National pour l'Aménagement et le Développement des Pêcheries en Mauritanie, - 
lCCNADP) exists since 2002. It is chaired by the fisheries Minister and composed of 
representatives of concerned administrations (8), representatives of professional 
organizations (8), representatives of civil society (2) and researchers (2). However, this 
Council, who should provide advices on the management plans for the various fisheries, met 
very rarely. There is therefore a lack of consultation of stakeholders.  
 

 

1 

http://www.ldrac.eu/fr/recomendaciones/descargar/515/L3VwbG9hZC9EZWZpbml0aXZlIExEUkFDIERyYWZ0IHBvc2

l0aW9uIG9uIEdyZWVuIFBhcGVyXzI0IDExIDIwMDlfRU5HIChmaW5hbClfRVMuZG9j  

2 

http://www.ldrac.eu/fr/recomendaciones/descargar/581/L3VwbG9hZC9hcmNoaXZvLVBvc2l0aW9uLWR1LUNDUlB

MLXN1ci1sYS1nZXN0aW9uLWRlcy1EQ1BzLVItMDMtMTJXRzEtNTA3NTNiOWZhNTU0NC5wZGY=  

http://www.ldrac.eu/fr/recomendaciones/descargar/515/L3VwbG9hZC9EZWZpbml0aXZlIExEUkFDIERyYWZ0IHBvc2l0aW9uIG9uIEdyZWVuIFBhcGVyXzI0IDExIDIwMDlfRU5HIChmaW5hbClfRVMuZG9j
http://www.ldrac.eu/fr/recomendaciones/descargar/515/L3VwbG9hZC9EZWZpbml0aXZlIExEUkFDIERyYWZ0IHBvc2l0aW9uIG9uIEdyZWVuIFBhcGVyXzI0IDExIDIwMDlfRU5HIChmaW5hbClfRVMuZG9j
http://www.ldrac.eu/fr/recomendaciones/descargar/581/L3VwbG9hZC9hcmNoaXZvLVBvc2l0aW9uLWR1LUNDUlBMLXN1ci1sYS1nZXN0aW9uLWRlcy1EQ1BzLVItMDMtMTJXRzEtNTA3NTNiOWZhNTU0NC5wZGY
http://www.ldrac.eu/fr/recomendaciones/descargar/581/L3VwbG9hZC9hcmNoaXZvLVBvc2l0aW9uLWR1LUNDUlBMLXN1ci1sYS1nZXN0aW9uLWRlcy1EQ1BzLVItMDMtMTJXRzEtNTA3NTNiOWZhNTU0NC5wZGY
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3. Recommendations  

 

We, the representatives of Mauritanian professionals and civil society, support the rapid 

implementation of the protocol signed on the 26th of July 2012 by the Mauritanian and European 

Union negotiators. We suggest that the following recommendations be taken into account for the 

promotion of sustainable and fair fisheries in the implementation of this protocol.  

1. The negotiations on the protocol signed on the 26th of July 2012 should not be reopened and it 

should be approved as is by the responsible authorities from both parties.  

2. Access to octopus should be exclusively reserved for national operators, in particular coastal and 

small scale fisheries.  

3. As it is required in the protocol, the landing of all products resulting from the fishing operations 

in the Mauritanian EEZ should be mandatory, immediately for demersal fleets. For the other 

fleets, the State should rapidly put into place the necessary landing facilities, as some vessels 

cannot land with the existing facilities.  

4. Industrial fisheries should be maintained outside the zone of 30 meters depth. 

5. The principle of non-discrimination of treatment between all foreign fleets should be applied. 

6. The involvement of all the stakeholders should be guaranteed before, during and after the 

negotiations of fisheries agreements for the access of long distance fleets to Mauritanian waters: 

representatives of the fishing sector and civil society are legitimates stakeholders in this case. 

7. An advisory council should be established, involving all stakeholders, with representatives from 

the entire coastal area. Since the existing advisory council for the planning and development of 

fisheries never functioned, there is an institutional void to address.  

8. This Council should be entirely independent and there should be an obligation made on the 

authorities to consult and take into account the recommendations of stakeholders expressed by 

this body. 

9. It is important for stakeholders to carry out an assessment of fishing agreements since 1986 to 

2012 and to evaluate the results of negotiations of all the agreements with partners countries 

operating in Mauritanian waters. 

10. In order to evaluate the results of negotiations with the European Union, in particular 

regarding the non-discrimination clause, the information on the contents of other agreements and 

conventions with foreign countries should be made publically available.  

11. The support to the Banc d’Arguin through the agreement, in the future, will be considered as 
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a payment for a service to the ecosystem. It is important to take into account the fact that the 

Banc d’Arguin is a Marine Protected Area where coastal populations live. Hence, the opinion of 

coastal populations regarding the management of this marine protected area should be listened to. 

It is also important that the monies from the agreement allocated to the Banc d’Arguin are 

directed primarily to support human development and coastal communities; 

12. Stakeholders’ participation requires a full transparency. Authorities should make all the 

information related to the access to fish resources publically available. The introduction of 

fisheries in the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, proposed by Mauritania to the IMF, 

should help to improve this transparency.  

13. One of the priorities in the framework of a partnership is the development of a local seiner 

fleet for small pelagics, in order to create jobs and to provide the local processing sector supplying 

local and external market;  

14. The processing of fish to enhance its value and create jobs is also one of the priorities for a 

partnership. As part of it, support should be given to the promotion of products processed in a 

traditional way, including through support for the transmission of traditional knowledge;  

15. The sectoral support of the European Union should be first directed to the funding of 

infrastructures (in particular for drinking water and landing sites) and for the promotion of 

entrepreneurship for women in fisheries; 

16. Civil society should raise awareness with the administrations to develop the use of renewable 

energies at the level of coastal communities, which could create numerous jobs for young people; 

17. Civil society organisations working with coastal communities and fishing professionals 

should use their networking capacity with stakeholders of the sub-region and of the EU to 

elaborate propositions aimed at establishing partnerships, and also to promote a concerted 

management of migratory and shared resources, in particular at the level of the Sub regional 

Fisheries Committee.  

 

Done in Nouakchott, 15th of October 2012 
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4. List of participants, observers and contacts  

 

  
Name 
 

 
Organization 

 
Email  

1 WANE Ibra CFSC waneibra@yahoo.fr 
 

2 Md Abdallehi Guelaye Assemblée Nationale 
 

guelayema@yahoo.fr  

3 
 

B Ol M’Bereik FMM fmmndb@gmail.com  

4 
 

Sid’Ahmed Abeid FNP – Psdt section 
artisanale 

Abeid11957@hotmail.fr  

5 
 

Sid’Ahmed O/ Amar Capitaine de pêche 
FNP 

fnprim@hotmail.com  

6 
 

Moctar Souedisem FNP  

7  
 

Cheïkna Pêchecops  

8  
 

Ahmedou O/ Beyih Association 
expérimentée 
mauritaniens retraités 
pêche maritime 

aemrpm@yahoo.fr  

9 Ahmed Ould Khoubah 
 

FNP  fnprim@yahoo.fr  

10 
 

Eidh Ould Bamba CCPC / FNP lejoid@gmail.com  

11 
 

Elbeigue Dahoud Mauritanie 2000 elbeiguedahoud@yahoo.fr  

12 
 

Sid’Ahmed Habott Pêchecops sahabott@gmail.com  

13  Harouna Ismael 
 

FNP harislebaye@gmail.com  

14 
 

Abdoulaye D. Sarr Mauritanie 2000 Idees2009@gmail.com  

15  
 

Jedna Deida Rejoprao jeddeida@gmail.com  

16 
 

Ahmed Mahmoud Cherif Pêchecops/Psdt Mahmoud.cherif46@gmail.com  

17 
 

Yousra Cherif Pêchecops/Secrétaire 
exécutive 

Yousra.cherif@gmail.com  

18 
 

Cheikh Ould Md FNP NDB  

19 
 

AbdelKader O/Med Abdallahi FNP  

mailto:waneibra@yahoo.fr
mailto:guelayema@yahoo.fr
mailto:fmmndb@gmail.com
mailto:Abeid11957@hotmail.fr
mailto:fnprim@hotmail.com
mailto:aemrpm@yahoo.fr
mailto:fnprim@yahoo.fr
mailto:lejoid@gmail.com
mailto:elbeiguedahoud@yahoo.fr
mailto:sahabott@gmail.com
mailto:harislebaye@gmail.com
mailto:Idees2009@gmail.com
mailto:jeddeida@gmail.com
mailto:Mahmoud.cherif46@gmail.com
mailto:Yousra.cherif@gmail.com
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20 
 

Issa Moustapha Diop PCPF  

21 
 

Mariam Cherif Pêchecops Ecole.ashbal@gmail.com  

22 
 

Mamadou Ican COPAM/Plateforme Doro125@yahoo.fr  

23 
 

Ahmed Senhoury PRCM Ahmed.senhoury@iucn.org  

24 
 

Mohamed Vall WW mvalibre@yahoo.fr  

25 
 

Abdel Kan Md Mr FNP section Sud  

26 
 

Mohamed O/Mustapha O/ Cheikh Président des 
mareyeurs 

 

27 
 

Djibril Diakhale FNP Nkctt diakhaledjibril@yahoo.fr  

28 
 

Ahmed Salem O/ Sidi FNP Nkctt fnpsectionsud@gmail.com  

29 
 

Mohamed O/ Sall FNP Nkctt  

30 
 

Fewe O/ Ahmed FNP Nkctt  

31  
 

Ahmed O/ Mahfud FNP Nkctt  

32 
 

Babah O/ Maatoub FNP Nkctt  

33 
 

Ahmed O/ Kleib Psdt ONG APEAH Ahmedkleib@yahoo.fr  

34 
 

M. O/ Aledallese AMI  

35 
 

Med Mahmoud Dahi Clean Beach  

36 
 

Amadou Seck  Le Calame  

37  
 

El Hadj O/ Boudadiye   

38 
 

Ahmedou O/ Abderakhmane ONG Imraguens 
ASPCI 

aspci@yahoo.fr  

39 
 

Mohameden O/ Hassen  ASPCI aspci@yahoo.fr 

40 
 

Mohamed Y. Hamel ASPCI  aspci@yahoo.fr 

41 
 

Mohamed Lehbib Amis des oiseaux ( ?) omoctar@yahoo.fr  

42 
 

Boubacar Sy Pam export pamexport@gmail.com  

43 Moh Yahye Ould Hamad OMASSAPE ong myhebba@gmail.com  

mailto:Ecole.ashbal@gmail.com
mailto:Doro125@yahoo.fr
mailto:Ahmed.senhoury@iucn.org
mailto:mvalibre@yahoo.fr
mailto:diakhaledjibril@yahoo.fr
mailto:fnpsectionsud@gmail.com
mailto:Ahmedkleib@yahoo.fr
mailto:aspci@yahoo.fr
mailto:aspci@yahoo.fr
mailto:aspci@yahoo.fr
mailto:omoctar@yahoo.fr
mailto:pamexport@gmail.com
mailto:myhebba@gmail.com
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Observers  

 

44 Francisco Mari Pain pour le Monde 
(Allemagne) 

Francisco.mari@eed.de  

45 Carlos Aldereguia  
 

Comité Consultatif 
régional Pêche 
lointaine de l’UE 
(Espagne) 

Carlos.aldereguia@ldrac.eu  

46 Béatrice Gorez CAPE 
(Belgique) 

Cffa.cape@scarlet.be  

47 Gaoussou Gueye  
 

Secrétaire général 
CAOPA (Sénégal) 

gaoussoug@gmail.com  

48 Sebastien Copin 
 

Délégation UE en 
Mauritanie 
 

Sebastien.copin@ecas.europa.eu  

49 Ulf Loewenberg 
 

AEPêches GIZ Ulf.loewenberg@giz.de  

50 M. A. Blosco 
 

Ambassade 
d’Espagne 
 

mbloscom@magrama.es  
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